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a b s t r a c t
Given a (possibly improper) edge colouring F of a graphG, a vertex colouring ofG is adapted
to F if no colour appears at the same time on an edge and on its two endpoints. A graph G is
called adaptably k-choosable (for some positive integer k) if for any list assignment L to the
vertices of G, with |L(v)| ≥ k for all v, and any edge colouring F of G, G admits a colouring
c adapted to F where c(v) ∈ L(v) for all v. This paper proves that a planar graph G is
adaptably 3-choosable if any two triangles in G have distance at least 2 and no triangle is
adjacent to a 4-cycle.
© 2009 Elsevier B.V. All rights reserved.
1. Introduction
Let G be a multigraph (i.e., multiple edges are allowed), and let F : E(G)→ N be a (possibly improper) colouring of the
edges of G. A k-colouring c : V (G) → {1, . . . , k} of the vertices of G is adapted to F if for every uv ∈ E(G), c(u) 6= c(v) or
c(v) 6= F(uv). In other words, the same colour never appears on an edge and both its endpoints. If there is an integer k such
that for any edge colouring F of G, there exists a vertex k-colouring of G adapted to F , we say that G is adaptably k-colourable.
The smallest k such that G is adaptably k-colourable is called the adaptable chromatic number of G, denoted by χad(G).
Let L : V (G)→ 2N be a list assignment to the vertices of a graph G, and F be a (possibly improper) edge colouring of G. A
colouring c of G adapted to F is an L-colouring adapted to F if for any vertex v ∈ V (G), we have c(v) ∈ L(v). If for any edge
colouring F of G and any list assignment Lwith |L(v)| ≥ k for all v ∈ V (G) there exists an L-colouring of G adapted to F , we
say that G is adaptably k-choosable. The smallest k such that G is adaptably k-choosable is called the adaptable choice number
of G, denoted by chad(G).
The notion of adaptable colouring has been studied in several unrelated contexts under different names. Motivations for
studying adaptable colourings and list adaptable colourings of graphs and hypergraphs include considerations in the areas
of matrix partitions of graphs, trigraph homomorphisms, and full constraint satisfaction problems [8], possible application
in scheduling [9], generalizations of split graphs [4,5], colouring problems in metric spaces [1] and generalizations in
Ramsey theory [2,3,7,11]. As an example, consider adapted list colouring of graphs used as amodel for scheduling problems.
Compared to the original list colouring model, the adapted list colouring allow different constraints for different colours.
Suppose there is a set of basketball games that need to be scheduled into a set of time slots. The time slots are the colours.
The constraints are (1): each game has a list of permissible time slots, and (2): some pairs of games cannot be assigned to
the same time slot. This problem is modeled as a list colouring problem. It may happen that two games a, b cannot be both
assigned to time slot i, however, they can be both assigned to time slot j. The adapted list colouring of graphs provides a
model for this problem.
In ordinary colouring of a graph, parallel edges can be replaced by a single edge. However, for adapted colouring, parallel
edges can have different colours and hence cannot be replaced by a single edge. Indeed, if G is a simple graph, and G′ is
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obtained from G by replacing each edge of Gwith k parallel edges with colours 1, 2, . . . , k, then G is k-colourable if and only
if G′ is adaptably k-colourable.
In this paper, we shall be interested in adaptable colouring of simple graphs. In the remainder of the paper, all graphs are
assumed to be simple.
Since a proper vertex k-colouring of a graph G is adapted to any edge colouring of G, we have χad(G) ≤ χ(G) and
chad(G) ≤ ch(G) for any graph G, where χ(G) is the usual chromatic number of G, and ch(G) is the usual choice number of
G. In particular, if G is a planar graph, then χad(G) ≤ 4. This bound turns out to be sharp. It was shown in [8] that there exist
simple planar graphs that are not adaptably 3-colourable.
The adaptable choosability of planar graphs was studied in [6,10]. It was proved in [6,10] that
• Planar graphs are adaptably 4-choosable.
• Triangle free planar graphs are adaptably 3-choosable.
• There are C4-free planar graphs that are not adaptably 3-colourable.• For any integer k ≥ 5, there are planar graphs that are Ct-free for all 5 ≤ t ≤ k and not adaptably 3-colourable.• For any integer k, there are planar graphs G in which any two triangles have distance at least k and G is not adaptably
3-choosable.
• Planar graphswith no triangle adjacent to a triangle or a C4, and each C5 is adjacent to atmost three triangles are adaptably
3-choosable.
SupposeA and B are two subgraphs ofG.We say thatA, B are adjacent if they have an edge in common.We say thatA, B are
intersecting if V (A) ∩ V (B) 6= ∅. The distance between A and B is defined as dG(A, B) = min{dG(x, y) : x ∈ V (A), y ∈ V (B)}.
This paper proves the following result:
Theorem 1. Suppose G is a planar graph. Then G is adaptably 3-choosable if any two triangles in G have distance at least 2 and
no triangle is adjacent to a 4-cycle.
2. Proof of Theorem 1
Suppose G is plane graph and C = (v1, . . . , vn) is the outer face. Let L be a list assignment of permissible colours to
vertices of G, such that each vertex x not on C is assigned a set L(x) of 3 permissible colours, and each vertex vi on C has
either 2 permissible colours or 3 permissible colours. An edge e = xy on C is called a special edge if |L(x)| = |L(y)| = 2. Let S
be the set of special edges of G (with respect to the list assignment L) and let T be the set of triangles of G and let Ci be the
set of cycles in G of length i.
We say that L is a valid list assignment if for any A, B ∈ T ∪ S and A 6= B, dG(A, B) ≥ 2 and for any A ∈ T ∪ S and any
B ∈ C4, A, B are not adjacent.
Lemma 2.1. If G is a plane graph and L is a valid list assignment for G, then for any edge colouring F of G, G has an L-colouring
adapted to F .
Proof. Assume that the lemma is not true and Gwith edge colouring F is a minimum counterexample.
First we prove that G has no separating triangles, i.e., a triangle T = {x, y, z} whose interior and exterior are both
non-empty. Assume to the contrary that T = {x, y, z} is a separating triangle. Let G′ be obtained from G by deleting the
interior of T . Since G is a minimum counterexample, there is an L-colouring c of G′ adapted to F . Nowwe consider the graph
G′′ = G− V (G′). Let L′ be the list assignment of G′′ defined as follows:
L′(v) =

L(v)− {c(x)}, if x is adjacent to v,
L(v)− {c(y)}, if y is adjacent to v,
L(v)− {c(z)}, if z is adjacent to v,
L(v), otherwise.
Since any two triangles do not intersect, each vertex v in G′′ is adjacent to at most one of x, y, z. Since T is not adjacent to any
4-cycle, for any edge uv, if u is adjacent to one of x, y, z, then v is not adjacent to any of x, y, z. Therefore the list assignment
L′ of G′′ has no special edges and hence is a valid list assignment for G′′. Hence G′′ has an L′-colouring c ′ adapted to F . Then
the union of c and c ′ is an L-colouring of G adapted to F .
In the following, we assume that G has no separating triangles.
A chord of C is an edge vivj such that vi, vj ∈ C and j 6= i + 1(mod n). A long chord of C is a path (vi, x, vj) of 3 vertices,
connecting two vertices vi and vj of C , where x 6∈ C and |L(vi)|+|L(vj)| = 5 and j 6= i+1(mod n). LetP be the set consisting
of all long chords, chords, and cut-vertices on C .
If P ∈ P (i.e., P is a chord or a long chord or a cut-vertex on C), then C−P has two components. We denoted by AP and BP
the vertex sets of the two components of C − P , and assume that |AP | ≤ |BP |. LetB be the set of chord P such that |AP | = 1,
i.e., P is of the form vivi+2. Let P∗ ∈ P \B such that |AP∗ | is the minimum, i.e., for any P ′ ∈ P \B, |AP∗ | ≤ |AP ′ |.
Claim A. For P∗ chosen as above, one of the following holds:
• The subgraph induced by AP∗ contains a triangle.• AP∗ contains a vertex vt with |L(vt)| = 3 and vt is not contained in any chord or long chord of C and is not a cut-vertex.
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Fig. 1. AP∗ contains a triangle.
Assume that the subgraph induced by AP∗ contains no triangles. We shall show that AP∗ contains a vertex vt with
|L(vt)| = 3 and vt is not contained in any chord or long chord of C and is not a cut-vertex.
We first consider the case that P∗ = (vi, x, vj) is a long chord. Without loss of generality, wemay assume that |L(vi)| = 2
and |L(vj)| = 3 and AP∗ = {vi+1, vi+2, . . . , vj−1}. If |AP∗ | = 1, then for t = i + 1, |L(vt)| = 3, for otherwise, the 4-
cycle (vi, vi+1, vi+2, x) contains a special edge vivi+1, contradicting our assumption. Assume that |AP∗ | ≥ 2. Then there is a
t ∈ {i + 1, i + 2} such that |L(vt)| = 3, for otherwise vivi+1, vi+1vi+2 are two intersecting special edges, contradicting our
assumption.
If vt is a cut-vertex or vt is contained in a long chord, then for P ′ = vt (in case vt is a cut-vertex) or P ′ is a long chord
containing vt , we have |AP ′ | < |AP∗ |, contradicting our choice of P∗. Thus we assume that vt is not a cut-vertex and is not
contained in a long chord. If vt is not contained in a chord, then we are done. Assume to the contrary that vt is contained in
a chord P ′. Since AP ′ ⊂ AP∗ , which implies that |AP ′ | < |AP∗ |, by the choice of P∗, we conclude that P ′ ∈ B, i.e., |AP ′ | = 1.
So P ′ = vtvt+2 or P ′ = vtvt−2. Assume that P ′ = vtvt−2. Then T = {vt , vt−1, vt−2} induces a triangle. Since no triangle is
contained in AP∗ , we conclude that T contains a vertex which is not in AP∗ . This is possible only if vt−2 = vi. Since |L(vi)| = 2
wemust have |L(vi+1)| = 3, for otherwise, the special edge vivi+1 intersects the triangle T , contradicting our assumption. It
is obvious that vi+1 is not contained in a chord or a long chord and is not a cut-vertex.
Assume that P ′ = vtvt+2. Then the same argument as above shows that vt+2 = vj. Then vt 6= vi+1, for otherwise G has a
4-cycle (vi, vi+1, vi+3, x), which is adjacent to the triangle T . If t 6= i + 2, then there is a vertex vt ′ ∈ {vi+1, vi+2} such that
|L(vt ′)| = 3, for otherwise, there are two intersecting special edges vivi+1 and vi+1vi+2. If t = i + 2, then for t ′ = i + 1,
|L(vt ′)| = 3, for otherwise the triangle T has distance 1 to the special edge vivi+1, contradicting the assumption that L is a
valid list assignment. It is obvious that vt ′ is not a cut-vertex, not contained in a chord or a long chord.
Next we consider the case that P∗ = vivj is a chord and AP∗ = {vi+1, vi+2, . . . , vj−1}. Since P∗ 6∈ B, we know that
|AP∗ | ≥ 2. If |AP∗ | = 2, then there is a t ∈ {i+ 1, i+ 2} such that |L(vt)| = 3, for otherwise, (vi, vi+1, vi+2, vi+3) is a 4-cycle
which contains a special edge. If |AP∗ | ≥ 3, then there exist t ∈ {i + 1, i + 2, i + 3} such that |L(vt)| = 3, for otherwise
vi+1vi+2, vi+2vi+3 are two intersecting special edges, contradicting our assumption. The same argument as above shows that
vt is not contained in a long chord and is not a cut-vertex. Assume that vt is contained in a chord. Then the same argument
as above shows that the chord is of the form vivi+2 or vj−2vj. Without loss of generality, assume that vivi+2 is a chord and
vt = vi+2. Let T be the triangle induced by {vi, vi+1, vi+2}.
Observe that vj−2vj is not a chord, for otherwise, let T ′ = {vj−2, vj−1, vj}, then the two triangles T and T ′ have distance
at most 1. Since T is not adjacent to any 4-cycle, it follows that vi+3, vi+4 ∈ AP∗ . Then there is a t ′ ∈ {i+ 3, i+ 4} such that
|L(vt ′)| = 3, for otherwise the special edge vi+3vi+4 has distance 1 to the triangle T . Since vj−2vj is not a chord, the argument
as above shows that vt ′ is not a cut-vertex, is not contained in a chord or a long chord.
Finally we consider the case that P∗ = vi is a cut-vertex. If |AP∗ | = 2, then {vi, vi+1, vi+2} induces a triangle. Hence there
is a t ∈ {i + 1, i + 2} such that |L(vt)| = 3, and vt is not a cut-vertex, not contained in a chord or a long chord. Assume
that |AP∗ | ≥ 3. Then there exist t ∈ {i + 1, i + 2, i + 3} such that |L(vt)| = 3. The same argument as above shows that vt
is not a cut-vertex, and is not contained in a long chord. Moreover, if vt is contained in a chord, then by symmetry, we may
assume that the chord is vivi+2. In this case, |AP∗ | ≥ 5, for otherwise, G has either two intersecting triangles or the triangle
T induced by {vi, vi+1, vi+2} is adjacent to a 4-cycle, contradicting our assumption. Then there is a t ′ ∈ {i + 3, i + 4} such
that |L(vt ′)| = 3 (for otherwise, vi+3vi+4 is a special edge of distance 1 from the triangle {vi, vi+1, vi+2}), and vt ′ is not a
cut-vertex, not contained in a chord or a long chord. This completes the proof of Claim A. 
Case 1. The subgraph induced by AP∗ contains a triangle (Fig. 1).
Since the triangle is not separating, the three vertices of the triangle are consecutive vertices of C , say the triangle is
T = {vk, vk+1, vk+2}, and moreover, vk+1 has degree 2. If |L(vk+1)| = 3, we can colour G − vk+1 by induction, then colour
vk+1. Assume that |L(vk+1)| = 2. Then |L(vk)| = |L(vk+2)| = 3, otherwise there is a special edge adjacent to a triangle.
Choose a colour α ∈ L(vk) such that α 6= F(vkvk−1), F(vkvk+2), a colour γ ∈ L(vk+2) such that γ 6=
F(vk+2vk+3), F(vk+2vk+1), and a colour β ∈ L(vk+1) such that β 6= F(vk+1vk). Observe that vk and vk+2 are not contained in
any other chord or long chord of C , otherwise it will contradict the minimality of AP∗ .
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Let G∗ = G− {vk, vk+1, vk+2}. Let L′ be the list assignment of G∗ obtained from L as follows:
L′(x) =
{L(x)− {α}, if x is adjacent to vk and x 6= vk−1,
L(x)− {γ }, if x is adjacent to vk+2 and x 6= vk+3,
L(x), otherwise.
Claim B. If e = xy is a special edge of G∗, then e is a special edge of G.
Assume to the contrary that e is not a special edge of G. Since vk, vk+2 are not contained in any triangle other than T , each
of vk, vk+2 is adjacent to at most one of x, y. Since T is not adjacent to any 4-cycles, at most one of x, y is adjacent to a vertex
in vk, vk+2. As e is a special edge of G∗ and not a special edge of G, we conclude that exactly one of x, y is adjacent to one of
vk, vk+2, and the other vertex of x, y has only 2 permissible colours in the list assignment L. By symmetry, we may assume
that x is adjacent to vk and |L(y)| = 2. If x is a vertex of C , then P = vkx is a chord of C . By the choice of P∗, we conclude that
P ∈ B. Hence |AP | = 1 and AP ∪ P induces a triangle T ′. But T and T ′ intersect each other, contradicting our assumption.
Assume that x is not a vertex of C . Then P ′ = vkxy is a long chord of C , and AP ′ is contained in AP∗ , contradicting the choice
of P∗. This completes the proof of Claim B. 
It follows from the claim above that L′ is a valid list assignment of G∗. Therefore there is an L′-colouring c of G∗ adapted
to F . By letting c(vk) = α, c(vk+1) = β and c(vk+2) = γ , we obtain an L-colouring of G adapted to F .
Case 2. The subgraph induced by AP∗ contains no triangle.
By Claim A, there is a vertex vt ∈ AP∗ such that |L(vt)| = 3 and vt is not a cut-vertex, not contained in a chord or a long
chord. Let α ∈ L(vt) such that α is not equal to the colours of the edges vt−1vt and vtvt+1.
Let G∗ = G − vt and let α ∈ L(vk) be a colour such that α 6= F(vt−1vt), F(vtvt+1). Let L′ be the list assignment of G∗
obtained from L as follows:
L′(x) =
{
L(x)− {α}, if x is adjacent to vt and x 6= vt−1, vt+1,
L(x), otherwise.
Since vt is not contained in a long chord of G, it follows that if e = xy is a special edge of G∗, then either e is a special
edge of G or {x, y, vt} induces a triangle. This implies that L′ is a valid list assignment of G∗. By induction hypothesis G′ has
an L′-colouring c adapted to F . We can extend c to an L-colouring of G adapted to F by colouring vt with colour α. 
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